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BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

Veterinary topicals constitute a large segment of the veterinary pharmaceutical market. Several of these products that are approved by the US FDA are deemed to be systemically absorbed and require a veterinary prescription and/or consultation based on potential systemic and/or adverse effects in the animal. Topically applied antiparasitic drugs constitute the majority of these drugs that are systemically absorbed. Most of the remaining US FDA–approved veterinary topical are antibiotics, corticosteroids, and NSAIDs that work locally, and systemic absorption is not expected to be ‘significant’ for many of these US FDA–approved drugs. Table 1 provides three examples of related US FDA- and EMEA-approved drugs whose systemic disposition is required for adequate efficacy claims. Finally, the majority of drugs topically applied to the skin of veterinary species are US EPA–registered drugs (Table 1) and chemicals intended to act locally, and significant dermal absorption is not anticipated with these topical formulations. The vast majority of these products sold in the United States and EU do not require a prescription and sold over-the-counter. The focus of this white paper is to address several of the challenges associated with (i) determining the bioequivalence (BE) of these locally acting drugs and (ii) critically examine the current technological advances that can act as a surrogate for clinical trials.

Obtaining a biowaiver for topical drugs used in veterinary species faces many of the same challenges associated with human topicals. However, the skin of domestic animals varies anatomically and biochemically and experimental approaches to assess bioequivalence (BE) in veterinary species have challenges that are not often encountered with human skin. This is especially the situation with locally acting drugs. The focus of this paper is to address several of the challenges associated with (i) determining the BE of these locally acting drugs and (ii) critically examine the current technological advances that can act as a surrogate for clinical trials.
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The FDA has provided several guidance documents in the last 12 years for determining the BE of human topical drugs. It is clear from these documents that the development of scientifically sound surrogate methods for clinical trial endpoints has been challenging and therefore will be even more challenging for veterinary species. The current FDA guidance for industry as outlined by in ‘Topical Dermatological Corticosteroids: In vivo Bioequivalence’ (FDA, 1995) is limited to corticosteroids and can only be applicable to human skin and not to the skin of veterinary species. Two physically similar corticosteroid...
formulations can be compared by measuring the vasoconstriction response to the corticosteroid formulations. This has often been known as the human skin blanching assay or vasoconstrictor assay (VCA). This approach cannot be used with most veterinary species as the skin in many of these animals is pigmented.

Determining the BE of veterinary topical products faces challenges similar to or greater than those challenges associated with human topical products. This is especially the case for drugs that are not systemically absorbed from topical application, and BE comparisons cannot be ascertained from blood levels. In these situations, BE could rely solely on in vivo clinical efficacy and safety endpoints, and one can expect substantially greater variability in the dose–response relationship than the dose–blood concentration relationship (Martinez et al., 2002). BE studies based only on clinical endpoints will therefore require more subjects than if blood drug concentration comparisons were the basis for the BE assessment. There is also the case for two topical products having significantly different bioavailability, reflecting different blood concentrations, and yet having identical clinical response. The latter is often associated with the initial and terminal portions of a sigmoidal dose–response curve, and CDER has therefore recommended that a clinical endpoint BE study to include an administered dose at a point along the linear portion of the dose–response curve.

The topical dose situation can be analogous to orally administered drugs intended for local action as is often the case with antiparasitic drugs frequently used in veterinary medicine. FDA guidance (FDA, 2003) in those situations for human oral drugs suggest that suitably designed and validated in vitro studies, if the latter studies are either reflective of important clinical effects or are more sensitive to changes in product performance compared to a clinical study. The latter sections of this paper will highlight the strengths and weaknesses of several proposed surrogate methods that may be used in the future to assess BE of veterinary topicals.

FACTORs INFLUENCING DERMAL ABSORPTION

Comparative skin anatomy and absorption mechanism

Percutaneous absorption and the rate of absorption must take into consideration that anatomical factors may affect the barrier function of skin. The basic architecture of skin is similar in all mammals; however, differences exist in the thickness of the epidermis and dermis between species and within the same species in various regions of the body (Monteiro-Riviere et al., 1990). Differences that exist in biochemistry, microcirculation, hair follicle density and structure, sebaceous gland density, adnexal appendages, and distribution of epidermal cell types are important considerations. One of the major challenges with veterinary topicals is related to the extreme variability between breeds and within a given breed, between seasons, sex, and skin physiology. The presence of sebaceous gland is under control of sex hormones (possible sex effect including effect of castration, circannual rhythms, etc.) and again interaction formulation. The mechanism of chemical and drug transport occurs from the skin surface across the various epidermal layers, through the basement membrane, and into the capillaries in the superficial dermal papillary layer for a systemic effect. The challenges associated with comparing veterinary topical drugs are that the rate and extent of absorption may vary across and within veterinary species because of anatomical and physiological differences.

Species comparison of skin anatomy and physiology and anatomical factors that affect barrier function are very important variables (Monteiro-Riviere, 1991, 2006, 2008a; Monteiro-Riviere et al., 2008b) in assessing topical drug delivery. A comprehensive study comparing the histological thickness and laser Doppler blood flow measurements was performed at five cutaneous sites (buttocks, ear, humeroscapular joint, thoracolumbar junction, and abdomen) in nine species (cat, cow, dog, horse, monkey, mouse, pig, rabbit, rat) to determine the correlation of blood flow and thickness. These studies strongly suggested that LDV blood flow and skin thickness did not correlate across species and body sites but are independent variables that must be evaluated separately in dermatology, pharmacology, and toxicology studies (Monteiro-Riviere et al., 1990).

The role of the cutaneous vasculature was studied in the topical delivery of a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug. Skin penetration of 3H piroxicam gel was evaluated by in vitro diffusion cells and in vivo (pigs) at two different tissue beds, one that is vascularized by direct cutaneous and the other by musculocutaneous arteries. The in vitro fluxes were identical, indicating a similar rate of stratum corneum and epidermal absorption; however, more extensive and deeper tissue penetration was noted at the musculocutaneous sites (Monteiro-Riviere et al., 1993).

Table 1. Examples of veterinary drugs approved for dermal application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dermal disposition</th>
<th>Trade name</th>
<th>Active ingredients</th>
<th>Species approval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systemic/FDA drugs</td>
<td>Revolution</td>
<td>Selamectin</td>
<td>Cats and dogs only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surpass</td>
<td>Diclofenac</td>
<td>Horses only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ivermectin</td>
<td>Ivermectin</td>
<td>Beef cattle only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synalar Cream Veterinary</td>
<td>Flucinolone acetonide</td>
<td>Dogs only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topical/EPA products</td>
<td>Betagen Topical Spray</td>
<td>Betamethasone, Gentamicin</td>
<td>Dogs only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K9 Advantix</td>
<td>Imidacloprid, Permethrin</td>
<td>Dogs only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frontline Top Spot</td>
<td>Fipronil</td>
<td>Dogs and cats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecto F724</td>
<td>Pyriproxyfen</td>
<td>Dogs and cats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hair follicle arrangement is different in the domestic species. Single hair follicles are found in horses and cattle and are distributed evenly. Pigs have single follicles grouped in clusters of two to four follicles; clusters of three are most common in young weanling pigs. Compound follicle of dogs consists of a single large primary hair and a group of smaller secondary underhairs with diversity in different dog breeds. German Shepherds tend to have a greater number of secondary hairs. Short-coat breeds like the Rottweiler and terriers have primary hairs. Cuts have single large primary hair follicle surrounded by clusters of two to five compound follicles, and each compound follicle has three primary hairs and between six and 12 secondary hairs. Sheep have hair (fleece also referred as fibers)-growing regions with single follicles in the face, the distal part of the limbs, and the ear, while wool-growing regions have compound follicles over most of the body. Goats have single primary hair follicles in groups of three, and three to six secondary hair follicles are associated with each group.

Breed differences are expected, and therefore does a BE demonstrated in short hair dog or cat be extended without difficulty to long hair dog or cat? While there have not been adequate studies to clearly demonstrate these breed differences within a species, the dermal absorption literature suggests that because of the larger surface area associated with increased hair density, the follicular route becomes more important for drug penetration (Mills & Cross, 2006). Furthermore, one can question whether BE can be demonstrated in cattle in winter when the air temperature is low compared to summer conditions when the skin temperature is higher.

Many species have hairless areas, such as in the anal canal, the teat of horses, and the internal layer of the prepuse of some species, sebaceous glands empty directly onto the skin surface. Some species have well-developed accumulations of sebaceous glands, some of which are associated with sweat glands that include the infraorbital, inguinal, and interdigital regions of sheep, the base of the horn of goats, anal sacs of cats, and the prepuce and circumanal region of dogs but some areas such as the foot pads, hoofs, claws, and horn, lack sebaceous glands. Other glands such as apocrine glands produce a viscous secretion and are found throughout most of the skin unlike that of humans where they are distributed in the axillary, pubic, and perianal regions. In horse skin, these glands are responsible for the visible sweat during exercise, and at high temperatures, while in goats and cats, they are the least active.

Several studies have demonstrated lateral movement of the drug following topical application and proposed that this phenomenon could be explained by the migration of the drug in the sebum (Jenkinson et al., 1986; Cochet et al., 1997; Chopade et al., 2010). Using microautoradiography, the latter two studies demonstrated this phenomenon with fipronil and imidacloprid applied to the back of the neck of dogs. The drugs were detected at the lumbar region but no radioactivity in the dermis or hypodermis.

A very good example of species differences was demonstrated for topical selamectin, which is approved in the United States and EU for control of several internal and external parasites in cats and dogs. The significant species differences in $C_{\text{max}}$ and AUC values (Sarasola et al., 2002) suggest differences in skin morphology on selamectin diffusion across dog and cat skin. The same conclusions can be made for transdermal fentanyl patches, which are not officially approved for veterinary use, but widely used to control postsurgical pain in cats and dogs. Compared to dogs, cats have shorter lag time (12 vs. 24 h), reduced steady-state flux and absorption (36% vs. 64% dose), and formed more persistent depot in skin similar to humans after patch removal (Kyles et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2000). Species differences have also demonstrated for abamectin absorption across the skin of pigs, sheep, cattle, and goats (Baynes, 2004). The latter was demonstrated in vitro and across three liquid formulations, and it is premature to assume that clinical trials would have detected these species differences.

**Formulation effects**

Most experimental studies and risk assessments of chemical dermal absorption reported in the literature use neat chemicals or single vehicles such as water, alcohol, or some other organic solvent. However, most exposures are to more complex mixtures. Numerous studies have demonstrated that vehicles have significant effects on modulating chemical absorption (Baynes & Riviere, 1998; Riviere et al., 2003, 2010). In fact, this is the prime strategy behind developing pharmaceutical formulations. Today, there is little doubt that vehicle and formulation components modulate dermal absorption or transdermal delivery of topically applied drugs and solutes. Excipients are added in the formulations for various performance endpoints, including increasing absorption, decreasing evaporation, retaining formulation on skin, or in some cases to prevent wash-off from rain. The nature of the excipients also determines the colligative properties of the dosage form (e.g., liquid, creams, ointment, or gel). It is expected that dermal absorption across dosage forms would be significantly different.

Table 2 below lists where interactions that would modulate absorption of an active ingredient could occur in the skin. This determines their mechanism of action. Some vehicle effects are so reproducible that quantitative structure activity relationships have been developed to predict the effect of formulation components on absorption (Riviere & Brooks, 2005, 2011; Ghafourian et al., 2010). These studies demonstrate that the

| Table 2. Mechanisms of potential mixture effects on dermal absorption |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Surface of skin: ● Chemical–chemical (binding, ion-pair formation, etc.) ● Altered physical–chemical properties (e.g. solubility, volatility, critical micelle concentration) ● Altered rates of surface evaporation ● Occlusive behavior ● Binding or interaction with adnexal structures or their products (e.g. hair, sweat, sebum) |
| Stratum corneum: ● Altered permeability through lipid pathway (e.g. enhancer) ● Altered partitioning into stratum corneum ● Extraction of intercellular lipids |
| Epidermis: ● Altered biotransformation ● Induction of and/or modulation of inflammatory mediators |
| Dermis: ● Altered vascular function (direct or secondary to mediator release) |
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physical–chemical properties of the formulation additive alter active drug absorption. Pure in vitro methods assessing chemical partitioning into a series of membrane-coated fibers have also been used to predict mixture effects on chemical absorption across skin (Riviere et al., 2007; Baynes et al., 2008).

These data suggest that any topical formulation is a unique entity that will have a different extent and rate of absorption, requiring regulatory assessment. Much of the mixture studies to date suggest that some of formulation-induced modulation of drug absorption can be both predicted from inert systems and assessed in vitro. However, some of the interactions are a function of the degree of biological complexity seen in the test system used, making interactions seen with in vitro diffusion cells different than seen with vascularized skin (Riviere & Brooks, 2011). The most obvious situation where this applies would be with vasoactive ingredients, irritants resulting in vasodilation and dermal inflammation, or metabolic modifiers that alter first-pass dermal metabolism or cell transport activity. Exposure to systemic compounds may even modulate the degree of absorption of a simultaneously applied topical compound (Riviere et al., 2003).

Another caveat occurs when complex mixtures are involved, which have opposite effects on absorption. For example, two formulations of very different compositions could have identical transdermal absorptive fluxes if formulation One contained additive A that bound drug to the surface and additive B that enhanced epidermal permeability; while formulation Two contained additive C that prevented surface binding and additive D that reduced epidermal permeability. Although transdermal flux may be similar between formulations, dermal residence time and skin deposition could be different. This was clearly seen when jet fuel hydrocarbon absorption was assessed across fuels with different performance additive packages (Muhammad et al., 2004). As is true with other routes of administration, BE must be assessed both by rate and extent of absorption, endpoints that would reflect the kinetics of dermal penetration. For topical dosage forms, degree of skin penetration might also be needed to differentiate formulations with excipients with very different mechanisms of action.

Grooming behavior

Animal behavioral traits such as grooming/licking as evidenced in cattle and cats is a behavioral factor when controlled in clinical trials do not duplicate drug disposition in field conditions. Toutain et al. (2012) describes this often overlooked phenomena in more detail in another paper in this supplement issue. Bioequivalence when licking is prevented therefore does not guarantee BE in field conditions. Herd et al. (1996) first reported the higher fecal concentrations of ivermectin following pour-on than following subcutaneous injection, although there were lower plasma concentrations following the pour-on route. Laffont et al. (2001) and Bousquet-Mélou et al. (2011) later confirmed these pharmacokinetic observations by controlling for the natural grooming behavior. Dupuy et al. (2004) reported PK differences following topical selamectin in dogs and attributed the differences to more pronounced grooming behavior in female dogs compared to male dogs as well as possible greater clearance in males than in females. This grooming behavior may account for significant variability in systemic availability that is unpredictable. Untreated animals in a treated herd show a greater variability than the treated animals, and Bousquet-Mélou et al. (2011) have suggested that this can lead to potential selection window for anthelmintic resistance. While the aforementioned discussion has been focused on the systemically available drugs, there have been no reported studies describing how this grooming behavior influences the dermal disposition and efficacy of veterinary topicals that do not require systemic absorption to be efficacious. It can be assumed that the same issues associated with variability will compound a BE assessment.

SURROGATE METHODS: IN VITRO

In vitro release test

The in vitro rate of release test (IVRT) for semi-solid topical drug products has proven to be a useful manufacturing quality control tool for comparing batch-to-batch performance characteristics by measuring the rate of release of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) through a porous membrane into a suitable receptor solution. It is especially valuable when making changes to already approved products (small changes in the components or composition of the formulation, certain changes in manufacturing equipment, process, or site) in that the need to conduct a full BE study to establish the BE of the new and old products can be satisfied by demonstrating the ‘sameness’ of the two formulations through IVRT (FDA, 1997, SUPAC-SS Guidance). Although the FDA did not suggest its use in establishing the BE of generic topical drug products, the situation faced with generic topicals is remarkably analogous to those described in SUPAC-SS in which certain changes to a product’s formulation can be approved using a surrogate test for BE, IVRT. If two products are truly identical, no matter who manufactured them, the rates of release of the API will be identical. Data defining the relative rate(s) of release can be accurately determined by this model and used within an established statistical evaluation to compare test vs. reference formulations.

The model is based on the diffusivity of an active ingredient through the matrix of the vehicle (Higuchi, 1961):

\[
Q = A \sqrt{D} \times C_s \times (2c_0 - C_s) \times \sqrt{t}
\]

\(Q\), Released amount of API at time \(t\) (gm)
\(A\), Diffusion area (cm²)
\(D\), Diffusion coefficient (cm/min)
\(c_s\), Saturation solubility of API in the formulation (gm/mL)
\(c_0\), API concentration in the matrix (gm/mL)
\(t\), time (min)

which results in a linear expression of the cumulative release of the API when plotted to the square root of time. The slope of the line defines the rate of release (Fig. 1).
The applicability of this model was expanded to semi-solid topical formulation evaluations by Shah et al. (1991). The elements of the in vitro IVRT model are quite simple, and this method is in common use for human topical semi-solid drug products. To quote the SUPAC-SS Guidance (FDA, 1997): ‘In vitro release method for topical dosage forms is based on an open chamber diffusion cell system such as a Franz cell system, fitted usually with a synthetic membrane. The test product is placed on the upper side of the membrane in the open donor chamber of the diffusion cell and a sampling fluid is placed on the other side of the membrane in a receptor cell. Diffusion of drug from the topoc product to and across the membrane is monitored by assay of sequentially collected samples of the receptor fluid’.

Its applicability to veterinarian pharmacology is self-evident as no biological system or tissue is used, just the formulation of interest. The IVRT method also has value in the development of generic formulations, to determine the vehicle matrix equivalence to the reference formulation, before embarking into more involved or expensive BE studies. For example, cream formulations are often very complex mixtures of oils and water and typically require a number of specific manufacturing steps, in which any change in the process may alter the characteristics of the formulation. The IVRT method can be used to demonstrate how well the test vehicle matrix compares to the reference listed drug (RLD) during the development process.

Method development and validation

Development and validation of the IVRT method to be used follow a logical and sequential process. The same Franz cell used for in vitro skin percutaneous absorption testing can be used for IVRT studies (Fig. 2).

Selection of the reservoir solution and a porous membrane must take into consideration the solubility and stability of the API in the solution, and interaction and binding potential to the membrane. The appropriateness of the reservoir solution and membrane is evident in the subsequent validation of the method. Validation must show day-to-day reproducibility (Fig. 3), ability to discriminate different API concentrations (sensitivity) (Fig. 4), and the ability to differentiate intentionally altered formulations (selectivity) (Fig. 5). Further, if the data are to be submitted as part of a regulatory filing, a fully validated analytical method should be used (ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline, 2005).

Case study example

An example for the value of the IVRT method became evident, many years ago, when a pharmaceutical company was developing a generic ointment steroid formulation. The vehicle was simply USP grade white petrolatum with API. However, when the clinical efficacy endpoint study failed to demonstrate BE to the reference formulation, an investigation was conducted.
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Given that the vehicle was only petrolatum, and that USP definition for petrolatum is relatively nonspecific (because of the nature of the excipient), it was determined that the manufacturing source and grade of petrolatum should be the target for investigation. An IVRT method was developed, and six different manufacturing providers of petrolatum were evaluated with the API, and compared to the marketed reference formulation. The summary results of the IVRT comparison are shown in Fig. 6. First, one can see that different manufacturing sources of petrolatum did produce different rates of release for this particular steroid, possibly related to the differences in the distribution ratios of the chain-lengths of hydrocarbons. The original failing generic formulation had used the petrolatum from Source 6. The data indicated that petrolatum from Source 2 would be a better match to the reference. Subsequently, the use of the Source 2 petrolatum confirmed equivalency in both in vitro skin percutaneous absorption tests and did demonstrate BE in a clinical end-point study. Had this test been performed in early product development, at the time when the petrolatum source was being selected, the costly failure of the clinical trial could have been avoided.

The in vitro rate of release test for semi-solid topical drug products has proven to be a valuable manufacturing quality control tool for comparing batch-to-batch performance characteristics, as a function of the rate(s) of release of the active ingredient(s). It has also found a use for generic formulation development by determining how close the generic formulation matrix behaves in comparison with the reference formulation. Although differences in the rate of release of the API between test and reference formulations may have no therapeutic significance because they do not correlate with bioavailability, the best current evidence suggests that similar rates of release do signify comparable bioavailability when dealing with formulations that are Q1 and Q2 equivalent.

Skin permeation test

Evaluation by the FDA of the use of in vitro preparations of human skin to measure percutaneous absorption as a potential surrogate in the area of topical bioavailability and BE began in 1986, but a lack of suitable validation data hindered further consideration of the method at that time (Skelley et al., 1987). Presently, the situation is distinctly different and use of this model as part of a program to establish the BE of topical human or veterinary products can be rationally justified (Franz et al., 2009; Lehman et al., 2011). International acceptance of the use of excised skin as a surrogate for the measurement of in vivo percutaneous absorption underscores the fact that there is general recognition of the validity of the model (OECD 2004, WHO 2005). In this country, the EPA accepts in vitro human data for registration and re-registration of pesticides as part of the ‘parallelogram’ or ‘triple-pack’ approach to risk assessment (Reifenrath et al., 2011; Ross et al., 2011).

The elements of the in vitro model are quite simple. To quote OECD 28 (OECD 2004), ‘The test preparation is applied to the surface of excised skin, which is mounted in a diffusion cell. The
receptor fluid, which must have an adequate capacity to solubilise the test substance, is maintained in contact with the underside of the skin from the time of application until the end of the collection of the receptor fluid. The test preparation remains on the skin for a specified period of time, relating to potential human exposure, and then the test preparation is removed by an appropriate cleansing procedure. The receptor fluid is sampled at time points throughout the experiment to ascertain the mass (and possibly rate) of the test substance (including any significant metabolite) passing through the skin. At the end of the study, the dislodgeable dose, the amount associated with the skin and the amount in the receptor fluid is determined. These data are necessary to calculate the total skin absorption, and allow for an estimate of the total recovery of the test substance.'

Although the emphasis of most in vitro studies has been directed toward questions relating to human pharmacology and toxicology, the fundamentals of the method apply equally to veterinary pharmacology and toxicology. With respect to its potential use in establishing the BE of topical animal products, one critical question is how good is in vitro/in vivo (IVIV) correlation.

In vitro/in vivo correlation

Several recent publications have presented a compilation of data from many studies conducted over the past 40+ years that demonstrate the validity of the in vitro human skin model (Franz et al., 2009, Lehman et al., 2011). As discussed below, not only is there excellent quantitative concordance between in vitro and in vivo data when using total absorption as the metric for comparison: but, where tested, the model has also been shown to prospectively predict the BE of generic formulations prior to pivotal clinical evaluation.

The quantitative agreement between in vitro and in vivo data can be seen in the publication of Lehman et al., 2011.: A systematic review of 92 data sets from 30 published studies demonstrates a clear clustering of the in vitro and in vivo data around the line of a perfect 1:1 correlation (Fig. 7a). The average IVIV ratio for all data sets is 1.6, showing a tendency for greater absorption in vitro than in vivo. Because of the lack of harmonization between the in vitro and in vivo protocols in many of the cited studies (different skin sites, different vehicles, etc.), variability was large, and for any single compound, the IVIV ratio could vary from 0.18 – 19.7. A subset analysis of 11 studies in which perfect harmonization between the in vitro and in vivo protocols was documented showed the true relevance of the model (Fig. 7b). In this case, the average IVIV ratio approached one (0.96) and variability was substantially reduced (0.58–1.28). The conclusion is clear, and data obtained from the in vitro model can accurately duplicate that obtained in vivo when all the critical parameters governing absorption in vivo are replicated in the model.

Data demonstrating good quantitative correlation between in vitro and in vivo results have also been found in animal studies. A summary of the data from several major studies can be found in the recent publication of Ross et al. (2011).

Bioequivalence assessment

The ability of the excised human skin model to accurately quantify the absorption of topically applied compounds strongly supports the hypothesis that it is an ideal model by which to establish the BE of topical products. Data to support this argument have been supplied by Franz et al. (2009). In a prospective study, multiple generic formulations of each of five glucocorticoid products were compared to multiple lots of each reference product (RLD). On the basis of assessment of relative bioavailability (total absorption/48 h), the test formulation and reference lot that most closely matched were then taken to a pivotal clinical trial (in vivo VCA). In all five cases, the test products were found to be bioequivalent to the reference products and subsequently approved by the FDA with an AB rating.

Comparison of the in vitro data to the clinical data shows that, in four of five cases, the results were virtually identical and both tests found a test/reference ratio close to one (Table 3). Assessment of relative bioavailability in the model accurately predicted the BE of test and reference product. This is also supported by the examination of the rate of absorption data in which the kinetic profiles of the test product mirrored that of the reference product (Fig. 8). In vitro equivalence was not seen with the fifth glucocorticoid, mometasone furoate, in which the test/reference ratio was 0.63. However, the reason for this was found to be because of the insensitivity of the clinical assay, not a failure of the in vitro method. One example of the striking lack of sensitivity of the clinical VCA is seen in Table 3, where it can be noted that there is no difference between alclometasone

![Fig. 7. Correlation between total absorption (% of dose) determined both in vitro and in vivo for (a) 92 data sets from 30 published studies plotted on log-log scale, and for (b) 11 fully harmonized data sets plotted on log-log scale. Solid line represents the ideal one-to-one correlation and dashed lines represent ± three-fold difference from ideal. Data taken from Lehman et al. (2011).](https://example.com/fig7.png)
Table 3. In vitro/in vivo comparison of five generic glucocorticoid products (test) vs. the corresponding reference products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>In vitro absorption* 1</th>
<th>In vivo vasoconstrictor (VC) assay* 1</th>
<th>Test/Ref</th>
<th>Test/Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUC0–48 h</td>
<td>Negative AUEC0–24 h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alclometasone cream</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alclometasone oint.</td>
<td>66.95</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halobetasol cream</td>
<td>110.4</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halobetasol oint.</td>
<td>246.7</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>256.3</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mometasone oint.</td>
<td>213.4</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>338.7</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data taken from Franz et al. (2009).
1 Listed numbers are mean values.
1 AUC0–48 h = ng/cm²/48 h.
1 Average of three reference lots, none of which were used in the VC study. In all other comparisons, identical lots of test and reference products were used in both the in vivo and in vitro studies.

In vitro/in vivo comparison of five generic glucocorticoid products (test) vs. the corresponding reference products

In summary, although the emphasis of most in vitro percutaneous absorption studies has been directed toward questions relating to human pharmacology and toxicology, the fundamentals of the model apply equally well in the regulatory field as the barrier-controlling absorption in both human and animals of interest is the stratum corneum. The ability of the model to yield results in agreement with clinical data, when comparing test and reference human products for BE, supports its use as part of the regulatory process for the approval of generic topical drug products. The excellent concordance between in vitro and in vivo data with respect to total absorption also supports the position that this test provides an accurate means by which to establish the BE of generic topicals. An obvious advantage to use of the in vitro model vis-à-vis animal generic topicals is the ability to evaluate BE in each individual animal species approved for given drug product in a cost-efficient and time-efficient manner.

SURROGATE METHODS: IN VIVO

There are various in vivo tests that have the potential to serve as surrogates for clinical trials in establishing BE. Some of these tests have been or are currently being considered for use in the approval of human generic drug products. An excellent review on the subject that discusses the topic of in vivo surrogate methods in a more thorough manner than will be attempted here is that of Herkenne et al. (2008). It is unfortunate, however, that their utility in the veterinary area may be of limited or no value because of important differences between animal and human skin.

Vasoconstrictor assay

The only test approved as a surrogate for human generic topicals is the vasoconstrictor (VC) assay, which is used to establish the BE of topical glucocorticoids. The test utilizes a pharmacodynamic approach based on the ability of glucocorticoids to cause constriction of the superficial dermal vasculature leading to blanching of the skin. The degree of blanching is assessed over a period of 24 h or more using a chromameter, from which one can calculate an area-under-the-effect-curve (AUEC). As this pharmacologic effect is undoubtedly related to the amount of drug entering the skin, the AUEC is an indirect measure of the

In vivo percutaneous absorption of (a) Halobetasol propionate, and (b) Alclometasone dipropionate. ■ Test Cream, ● Reference Cream; □ Test Ointment, ○ Reference Ointment. Data taken from reference Franz et al. (2009).
drug’s bioavailability. Comparison of a test and reference formulation based on the ratio of their AUECs, therefore, becomes a reasonable way by which to establish BE. A Guidance providing detailed instructions on the conduct of the test and analysis of the data has been provided (FDA, 1995).

Several practical issues present a significant barrier to the use of this test in animals. The presence of both fur and heavily pigmented skin would make the test difficult or impossible to apply. Even with shaving or in animals with sparse hair, the problem of pigment would likely reduce the sensitivity of the test. This issue has never been adequately addressed in human studies as the screening procedure excludes subjects who are not ‘responders’ to a test application of the steroid. Excluded subjects may truly have been those with a poor vasoconstrictor response, or they may have been those with moderate to heavily pigmented skin in whom a good response could not be seen by the detector. This information has never been collected. Another major concern in dealing with animals is that an accurate chromameter reading can only be taken with the subject perfectly still. Although future research may find limited application of this test in certain situations, and on that basis the data could be accepted to establish BE, widespread use of the VC assay is highly improbable.

**Stratum corneum tape stripping**

Commonly referred to as the dermatopharmacokinetic (DPK) method, sequential tape stripping of the stratum corneum to obtain drug levels as a function of time is a potentially useful BE tool with no regulatory standing at the present time. It was initially proposed as a one-size-fits-all solution to demonstrate the BE of topical generic drug products. An analogy was made initially proposed as a one-size-fits-all solution to demonstrate the BE of topical generic drug products. An analogy was made

**Table 4. Comparison of primary endpoints for test and reference tretinoin gels in the excised human skin model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Test/reference</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>0.01% tretinoin gel</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>2.996</td>
<td>2.974</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>97.07, 107.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t_{\text{max}})</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>92.53, 115.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>0.025% tretinoin gel</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>3.492</td>
<td>3.471</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>95.14, 110.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t_{\text{max}})</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>95.08, 127.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{\text{max}})</td>
<td>3.664</td>
<td>3.725</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>97.26, 99.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical analysis was based on natural log-transformed data. The estimated error standard deviation was used to compute the 90% confidence intervals for the ratios of the means (test/ref) of the listed parameters. Data taken from Franz et al. (2009). AUEC, area-under-the-effect-curve.

In the initial report on BE testing with topical drugs, the method was considered so promising by the Office of Generic Drugs that a Draft Guidance was issued in 1998. However, in 2002, the Guidance was withdrawn after contradictory results were obtained by two laboratories that were attempting to validate the method. Since that time FDA sponsored research has led to a much better definition of the tape-stripping procedural details and an understanding of the protocol deficiency that led to the earlier validation failure (N’Dri-Stempfer et al., 2009). This group of investigators has also successfully demonstrated the potential use of the DPK method in establishing the BE of topical antifungal drugs. Although the rather limited experience with the tape-stripping method results in there being inadequate data to support its widespread use for all therapeutic classes of generic topical drugs, its use to establish the BE of topical antifungals seems undeniably appropriate as the site of action itself is being sampled.

As with the VCA, several practical issues present a significant barrier to the use of this test in the veterinary area. The dosing and sampling procedures are time-consuming and would require the animals to be still for extended periods of time. Another problem is the heavy density of hair present in many animals. Even after shaving a large proportion of the skin surface would be covered by stubble, which might significantly interfere with sampling of the stratum corneum. The thickness of the stratum corneum in most animals relative to that of human is also of concern and raises the question as to whether the method would be as sensitive as it appears to be in human. The present lack of any relevant studies in which an attempt has been made to evaluate the BE of topical generics in animals generates moderate uncertainty around the utility of this technique. Currently, it seems plausible that the method could be adapted for use with antifungal drug products.

**Microdialysis**

Microdialysis is currently a hot topic in dermatologic research and it is frequently mentioned as a potentially useful technique for establishing the BE of topical drug products. Although its ability to directly sample interstitial fluid in the dermal compartment is the great attraction of the method, a number of very practical issues present significant roadblocks to its routine use. Herkenne et al., 2008 give an excellent summary of the studies that have been conducted to date and discuss the pros and cons of its possible use to demonstrate BE. Under no circumstance would it be a universal test applicable to all therapeutic classes of topical drugs as those of low permeability and high protein binding are presently too challenging analytically. Water-soluble drugs of moderate permeability appear to be the best candidates for this technique. No simulated BE study to demonstrate the successful use of microdialysis has yet been conducted.

A number of questions can be raised regarding the suitability of this method for BE testing. As there is a limited amount of time (5–10 h) the dialysis probe can be left in place, this would be inadequate for drugs in which the maximum flux occurs at >10 h. There is also the need to control the movement of an
animal during the placement of the dialysis probe and over the many hours during which fluid is being pumped through probe and samples continually collected. Presently, microdialysis seems better suited for drug development purposes, where knowledge of the drug concentration within the skin is critical for assessing its potential for therapeutic effectiveness. Although the routine use of microdialysis for establishing the BE of topical animal products seems unduly burdensome, in principle, it should be a valid method for use with some topical drugs.

Transdermal water loss (TEWL)

Measurement of TEWL is a pharmacodynamic assay in which the normal rate of water loss through the skin to the atmosphere is used to noninvasively monitor changes in the function of the stratum corneum barrier. Topically applied drugs such as retinoids and higher concentrations of salicylates (to treat corns/calluses/warts in human) can cause significant increases in TEWL following subchronic use or when applied under occlusion. The utility of the method in demonstrating the bioequivalence of several retinoid products in human has been successfully shown (Franz et al., 1995). There may be limited use of this technique in the veterinary area because no retinoid-containing products are available. As with the VCA, animals would need to be still for the measurement of TEWL as the positioning of the probe is critical to getting reproducible readings.

Skin biopsy

The ability to measure a drug’s concentration at its site of action, and show equal delivery of drug from test and reference formulations, is the ideal method by which to establish BE. For topical antifungal drugs, stratum corneum tape stripping can be used as the stratum corneum is the site of action. For all other topical drugs whose intended site of action is within the skin, biopsy of the skin would be the most direct approach to demonstrating the BE of prospective generic products. Although the specific site of action within the skin may not be known, epidermis vs. dermis, that is of no consequence as the entire skin thickness can be obtained. Analysis of the amount of drug in the skin can be performed in such a way as to define drug content by compartment: (i) unabsorbed drug on the surface of the skin, (ii) drug in epidermis, and (iii) drug in dermis.

As some drug products are applied without first shaving the skin, the amount of drug actually reaching the surface of the skin is a critical factor and could differ between test and reference products if there were significant differences in their composition. A skin biopsy study would be conducted in such a manner that, whether applied to shaved or unshaved skin, the first step would be to shave the skin (if an unshaved application) and conduct a surface wash to determine the amount of drug on the skin surface. The wash procedure would have been previously validated to demonstrate both reproducible and quantitative recovery following a brief (1-min) application: though, with some drugs, quantitative recovery may not be possible. Following the wash, a biopsy would be taken, separated into epidermis and dermis, and each tissue extracted and analyzed separately for drug content. Alternatively, there may be cases in which partitioning of the drug into the skin is very low and analysis of the biopsy tissue as a whole might be considered an adequate procedure. Antimicrobials whose intended action is on the skin surface could fit into this category. An additional method to determine the equality of test and reference drug distribution within the skin would be to section the biopsy on a cryomicrotome.

The great advantage of the skin biopsy as a means of establishing BE, as opposed to other in vivo methods, is the reduced need to restrain the animal to take instrumental reading or continuously collect interstitial fluid samples, all of which are sensitive to movement. Also, in contrast to a pharmacodynamic assay, a skin biopsy is a direct measure of drug content and, in some cases, drug metabolites or degradants.

Spectroscopic techniques

Confocal Raman and Near Infra-Red (Near IR) spectroscopy are the most advanced noninvasive in vivo methods to assess drug diffusion across the skin (Narkar, 2010). The major advantage of these techniques is that they can provide real-time measurements of drug diffusion with the confocal method being semi-quantitative and the NIR method being more quantitative. The major disadvantage is that these techniques require that the drug of interest possesses distinct spectral features that distinguishes it from that of skin spectrum. These techniques have been evaluated in human skin albeit with very few drugs (e.g., econazole, estradiol, retinol) and with in vitro skin systems with NIR methods. There has been no assessment with skin from various veterinary species whose skin spectrum would most likely vary within and across species.

SUMMARY

There is the necessity to distinguish between formulations intended to cause a systemic action from those intended to act only locally either on or in the skin itself. Regarding the latter, attention should therefore be focused on determining what assessments and surrogate approaches can be used to adequately determine the BE for topical drugs which can be classified predominantly as antimicrobials, anti-inflammatory, antifungals, ectoparasiticides. There is significant variability in dermal absorption across species and even anatomical regions within the individual animal. The grooming behavior, which is unique for the veterinary species and not human, also adds to the variability. These sources of variability are compounded by the formulation effects, which can significantly influence drug release and surface disposition for topical drugs.

In vitro methods have been used successfully with human skin BE studies and can be a useful surrogate for in vivo studies. For topical drugs, systemic absorption parameters will not be the focus as absorption will be limited, but rather deposition into the various epidermal and dermal layers could be compared using
INTERNATIONALLY ACCEPTED IN VITRO DIFFUSION SYSTEMS TO MIMIC THE IN VIVO TOPICAL EXPOSURES. PROMISING IN VITRO – IN VIVO CORRELATIONS WITH HUMAN SKIN DOES, HOWEVER, SHOW SOME PROMISE AS SURROGATE APPROACHES FOR SYSTEMIC ABSORPTION AND IT IS REASONABLE TO ASSUME THAT THIS APPROACH CAN BE APPLIED TO TOPICAL DRUGS AND ACROSS VARIOUS VETERINARY SPECIES, ALTHOUGH VERY LITTLE OF THIS IN VITRO – IN VIVO RESEARCH FOR TOPICALS HAS BEEN REPORTED FOR HUMAN SKIN. IN VIVO METHODS SUCH AS TAPE STRIPPING, WHICH HAS BEEN AN ISSUE IN HUMAN BE STUDIES, IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THE SKIN OF VETERINARY SPECIES. HOWEVER, THE SKIN BIOPSY APPROACH MAY HOLD THE MOST PROMISE.

FINALLY, SYSTEMIC ABSORPTION ENDPOINTS ARE NOT APPLICABLE FOR DRUGS THAT ONLY PENETRATE AND WORK LOCALLY, AND THERE IS READILY AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY THAT CAN BE USED BY SPONSORS TO DERIVE BE ENDPOINTS FOR SUCH TOPICAL DRUGS USING A COMBINATION OF SURROGATE IN VITRO AND IN VIVO APPROACHES DESCRIBED EARLIER. ONE SOLUTION COULD INVOLVE A HIERARCHICAL APPROACH WITH EMPirical AND THEORETICAL COMPONENTS THAT WOULD ADequATELY ANSWER THE QUESTION OF BE FOR THESE DRUGS.
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